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Abstract. We present NPP – a new framework for online routing of
bandwidth guaranteed paths with local restoration. NPP relies on the
propagation of only aggregate link usage information [2,9] through rout-
ing protocols. The key advantage of NPP is that it delivers the bandwidth
sharing performance achieved by propagating complete per path link us-
age information [9], while incurring significantly reduced routing protocol
overhead. We specify precise implementation models for the restoration
routing frameworks presented in [1] and [2] and compare their traffic
placement characteristics with those of NPP. Simulation results show
that NPP performs significantly better in terms of number of LSPs ac-
cepted and total bandwidth placed on the network. For 1000 randomly
selected LSP requests on a 20-node homogenous ISP network [8], NPP
accepts 775 requests on average compared to 573 requests accepted by
the framework of [2] and 693 requests accepted by the framework of [1].
Experiments with different sets of LSP requests and on other networks
indicate that NPP results in similar performance gains.

1 Introduction

The destination based forwarding paradigm employed in plain IP routing does
not support routing along explicit routes determined through constraint based
routing [12]. The emergence of Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) has over-
come this limitation of traditional shortest path routing, by presenting the ability
to establish a virtual connection between two points on an IP network, maintain-
ing the flexibility and simplicity of an IP network while exploiting the ATM-like
advantage of a connection-oriented network [13]. Ingress routers of an MPLS net-
work classify packets into forwarding equivalence classes and encapsulate them
with labels before subsequently forwarding them along pre-computed paths [15].
The path a packet takes as a result of a series of label switch operations in
an MPLS network is called a label switched path (LSP). LSPs may be routed
through constraint based routing that adapts to current network state infor-
mation (e.g., link utilization) and selects explicit routes that satisfy a set of
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constraints. The ability to explicitly route network traffic using constraint based
routing enables service providers to provision quality of service and also leads to
efficient network utilization [14].

An important application of constraint based routing is provisioning of band-
width guaranteed LSPs [6–8]. Furthermore, many real-time applications require
that the guaranteed bandwidth remains available when network facilities1 fail.
When recovery mechanisms are employed at the IP layer, restoration may take
several seconds which is unacceptable for real-time applications [11]. In con-
trast, MPLS local restoration meets the requirements of real-time applications
with recovery times comparable to those of SONET rings [6,10]. In local restora-
tion, each LSP passing through a facility is protected by a backup path which
originates at the node immediately upstream to the facility. This node, which
redirects the traffic onto the preset backup path in case of failure, is called the
Point of Local Repair (PLR). Since this decision to redirect traffic is strictly
local, faster recovery is possible. In this paper, we consider routing bandwidth
guaranteed paths with local restoration.

There are two distinct approaches to local restoration: In one-to-one backup
approach [6–8], the PLRs maintain separate backup paths for each LSP passing
through a facility. The backup path terminates by merging back with the primary
path at a node called the Merge Point (MP). In one-to-one backup approach,
the MP can be any node downstream the protected facility. Maintaining state
information for backup paths protecting individual LSPs, as in the one-to-one
approach, is a significant resource burden for the PLR. Moreover, periodic refresh
messages2 sent by the PLR, in order to maintain each backup path, may become
a network bottleneck [4]. On the other hand, in many-to-one approach, a PLR
maintains a single backup path to protect a set of primary LSPs traversing
the triplet (PLR, facility, MP)3. Thus, fewer states need to be maintained and
refreshed which results in a scalable solution. Many-to-one backup approach,
also called facility backup, is illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that in this approach, the
MP should be the node immediately downstream to the facility.

Backup provisioning requires bandwidth reservation along the backup paths,
thereby reducing the total number of LSPs that can otherwise be placed on the
network. This reduction is significant if resources along the backup paths are not
shared. Since it is reasonable to assume that different network facilities will not
fail simultaneously [1, 6–8], backup paths protecting different facilities should
share bandwidth.

In this paper, we present NPP – a new framework for facility backup, which
relies on the propagation of aggregate link usage information through routing
protocols [2, 17]. The key advantage of NPP is that it delivers the bandwidth
sharing performance achieved by propagating complete per path link usage in-

1 The term facility refers to either a node or a bidirectional link.
2 Local Protection primarily uses RSVP-TE extensions, which is a soft-state protocol

and requires periodic refresh messages to maintain its states.
3 Throughout this paper, an LSP traversing the triplet (PLR, Facility, MP) refers to

a primary LSP that passes through the PLR, the facility, and the MP in that order.
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Fig. 1. Many-to-one or Facility Backup.

formation [9], while incurring significantly reduced routing protocol overhead.
We compare the traffic placement characteristics of NPP with two existing fa-
cility backup frameworks, described in [1] and [2], and present results based on
the total number of LSP demands accepted and the bandwidth placed on the
network.

2 Background

2.1 Routing Paradigm

The optimality of primary and backup paths computed to serve an LSP request
is a function of network state information available during path computation.
Two path computation scenarios are possible in this context: Centralized and
Distributed. In centralized path computation, one central entity makes all the
routing decisions. This central entity can achieve optimal backup bandwidth
sharing as it maintains complete network information. However, a centralized
path computation server incurs additional costs in terms of high processing
power and high bandwidth control channels [5]. Distributed control entails au-
tonomous path computation by distributed nodes, based on the node’s view
of the network state. The state maintained by a node, in the distributed path
computation scenario, is a function of its local state and the network state infor-
mation periodically distributed by other routers via link state routing protocols.
We consider restoration routing frameworks that use distributed path compu-
tation, such that the primary path is computed by the LSP ingress node and
backup paths are computed locally. The primary and backup paths are signaled
using protocols like RSVP-TE [3] and CR-LDP [18]. In case of primary paths,
the ingress node initiates the signaling, while each backup path is signaled by
its PLR. Each node along the signaled route reserves the required bandwidth,
before forwarding the signaling request to the next node along the path.

2.2 Fault Model

Failure of a network facility along an LSP results in the need to divert the LSP
traffic onto a preset backup path. Failure of network nodes and links is a low
probability event, and network measurements reveal that chances of multiple
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failures in the network are even lower. Furthermore, upon failure along the pri-
mary path new reoptimized primary and backup paths may be provisioned, with
local restoration serving only as a temporary measure [1]. The probability of ad-
ditional failures during the setup of reoptimized paths is negligible. Therefore,
a more realistic restoration objective is to provide protection against the failure
of a single facility. We consider the fault model wherein backup paths provision
restoration in the event of a single link or single node failure. We refer to this
fault model as the single element protection fault model.

In order to elucidate local recovery for the single element protection fault
model we distinguish between two types of backup paths: next-hop paths and
next-next-hop paths.

Definition 1. A next-hop path that spans a link (i, j)4 is a backup path which:
a) originates at node i,
b) merges with the primary LSP(s) at node j, and
c) provides restoration for one or more primary LSPs that traverse (i, j), if

{i, j} fails.

Definition 2. A next-next-hop path that spans a link (i, j) and a link (j, k) is
a backup path which:
a) originates at node i,
b) merges with the primary LSP(s) at node k, and
c) provides restoration for one or more primary LSPs that traverse (i, j), if

{i, j} or node j fails.

Fig. 2 depicts local restoration with respect to a single primary path according to
the single element protection fault model. The figure shows that setting up next-
next-hop paths along the primary path provides restoration in event of single
node failure. Note that such a configuration also protects against the failure
of all except the last link. In order to provision single element protection, an
additional next-hop backup path spanning the last link is setup.

3 Problem Definition

We consider a network with n nodes and m bidirectional links. LSP requests
arrive one by one at the ingress node, and the routing algorithm has no a priori
knowledge of future requests. An LSP request is characterized by the LSP ingress
node, the LSP egress node, and an associated bandwidth demand b.

In order to serve an LSP request, a bandwidth guaranteed primary path
must be setup along with locally restorable backup paths that provide protection
against the failure of facilities along the primary path. If the routing algorithm
4 A bidirectional link between two nodes constitutes a single facility. However, traffic

traverses a link in a specific direction. We, therefore, use {i, j} to represent the
bidirectional link between node i and node j, and use the ordered pair (i, j) when
direction is significant. Thus, (i, j) refers to the directed stem of {i, j} from node i
to node j. Note that failure of the facility {i, j} implies failure of (i, j) and (j, i).
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Fig. 2. Local Restoration for Single Element Failure.

is able to find sufficient bandwidth in the network for the requisite primary and
backup paths, the paths are setup, and the LSP request is accepted; otherwise,
the LSP request is rejected. The next LSP request arrives only after the current
LSP request has either been accepted or rejected. Our goal is to optimize network
utilization. To this end, we wish to minimize the bandwidth reserved for the
primary and backup paths for each LSP request.

Suppose we are serving a new LSP request with bandwidth demand b. Fur-
ther suppose that the computed primary LSP for this request traverses (i, j).
A backup path, that provisions restoration for this primary LSP along (i, j), is
a next-hop path if j is the egress node, and is a next-next-hop path otherwise.
Each backup path protects one or more facilities and has a merge point. The
PLR for both types of backup paths is node i. In sum, we are trying to protect a
primary LSP that traverses the triplet (PLR, facility, MP). It is possible that a
backup path ℘old already exists, that protects previously routed primary LSPs
traversing the same triplet. If such a backup path exists, restoration for the
new request may be provisioned by reserving additional bandwidth along that
path. However, some links along ℘old may not have the capacity for the requisite
additional reservation. Therefore, if the primary LSP belonging to the current
LSP request traverses the triplet (PLR, facility, MP), the PLR re-computes a
new backup path that provisions restoration for all primary LSPs traversing
that triplet, including the new primary LSP. We refer to this new backup path
as ℘. If the cumulative bandwidth reserved for the previous LSPs traversing
the triplet (PLR, facility, MP) was bold, the bandwidth required for ℘ is given
by bnew = b + bold. The details for path computation, bandwidth sharing, and
subsequent setup of ℘ depend upon the restoration routing framework and are
explained in the following sections.

4 Backup Bandwidth Sharing

Failure of a protected facility (link or node) results in the activation of a set
of backup paths. We refer to the set of backup paths that are simultaneously
activated, if a facility fails, as the activation set for that facility. PLRs detect5

5 Mechanisms exist that allow the PLR to distinguish between link and node failure;
see [16] for details.
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link or node failure and subsequently activate all backup paths that protect
the failed facility. The following enumerates the backup paths included in the
activation sets for the facilities {i, j} and node j:

Activation Set for {i, j}: Recall from section 2 that a next-hop path pro-
tects against failure of a link, and a next-next-hop path protects against failure
of both a link and a node. Incase {i, j} fails all next-hop and next-next-hop
paths protecting {i, j} are activated. This activation set for {i, j} comprises the
following backup paths (see Fig. 3):

– next-hop path that spans (i, j)
– next-hop path that spans (j, i)
– next-next-hop paths that span (i, j) and (j, x), ∀x �= i
– next-next-hop paths that span (j, i) and (i, x), ∀x �= j

i

j

k l

next-next-hop backup path

next-hop backup path

next-next-hop backup path

i j

h l

kg

Fig. 3. Paths in the Activation Set for link {i, j} (left) and for node j (right).

Activation Set for Node j: Recall from section 2, only next-next-hop paths
protect against failure of a node. Thus, the activation set for node j comprises
the next-next-hop paths that span (x, j) and (j, y), ∀x �= y. Fig. 3 shows the set
of backup paths that are activated incase node j fails.

Since only a single link or a single node may fail at a time, two backup
paths will not be simultaneously active unless they are in the same activation
set. It follows that such backup paths can share bandwidth with each other.
In contrast, backup paths that are simultaneously active must make bandwidth
reservations that are exclusive of each other. Consequently, a next-hop path that
spans (i, j) is activated if {i, j} fails, and therefore, cannot share bandwidth with
other backup paths belonging to the activation set of {i, j}. Similarly, a next-
next-hop path that spans (i, j) and (j, k) is activated if either {i, j} or node j
fails, and hence cannot share bandwidth with backup paths belonging to the
activation sets of either {i, j} or node j.

5 Restoration Routing Frameworks

The extent of bandwidth sharing is governed by a number of parameters that
include the distribution of path computation, the amount of network state in-
formation propagated through routing protocols, and the signaling mechanisms
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used for path setup. In this section, we present two existing restoration routing
frameworks. We then introduce NPP, our own restoration routing framework,
and describe how it draws upon the advantages of the other two frameworks to
achieve more efficient bandwidth sharing.

5.1 Kini’s Framework

In this framework, each backup path is computed by its PLR. The PLR relies
on network state information propagated through routing protocols to decide
how much bandwidth a backup path can share on any given link. Kini’s frame-
work involves propagation of aggregated per-link network usage information as
proposed in [2]. Kini’s framework is characterized by two distinct stages: a sub-
optimal path computation stage, and a corrective signaling stage.

Suboptimal Path Computation Stage: In the suboptimal path computation
stage, the PLR computes a backup path, using aggregate link usage information,
to make bandwidth sharing decisions. Maximum sharing between backup paths
can be achieved if per-path information is available at the path computation
server [9]. However, making such information available incurs significant pro-
tocol overhead in terms of network utilization, memory, update-processing and
associated context switching [14]. Kini, et al. have shown in [2] that propaga-
tion of aggregated per-link network usage information can result in cost-effective
sharing between backup paths.

Aggregated per-link network usage information involves propagation of the
following values for each link (i, j) in the network:

Fij : Bandwidth reserved on (i, j) for primary LSPs
Gij : Bandwidth reserved on (i, j) for backup LSPs
Rij : Residual bandwidth on (i, j)

The above network state information (i.e., Fij , Gij , and Rij) can be propagated
using traffic engineering extensions to existing link state routing protocols [17].
The following describes how Kini’s framework makes use of this aggregate link
usage information to make bandwidth sharing decisions.

In order to route ℘, we seek to find the amount of bandwidth reserved on a
link (u, v) that can be shared by ℘, for every (u, v) in the network. To this end,
we consider the following two cases:
Case 1: ℘ Is a Next-Hop Path That Spans a Link (i, j). Recall from section 2
that a next-hop path that spans (i, j) is activated when {i, j} fails. As described
in section 4, the activation set of {i, j} consists of next-hop and next-next-hop
backup paths that provision restoration for primary LSPs that traverse {i, j}.
The total amount of bandwidth for these LSPs is Fij + Fji. Thus, a link (u, v)
can have a maximum of Fij +Fji units of backup bandwidth reserved for backup
paths that are activated when {i, j} fails. However, bold units of bandwidth, out
of Fij + Fji, are reserved for ℘old. Therefore, the amount of bandwidth that is
simultaneously active with ℘ is given by Fij +Fji − bold. It follows that Suv, the
bandwidth available for sharing by ℘ on (u, v), is given by:

Suv = max(0, Guv − Fij − Fji + bold) (1)
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Case 2: ℘ Is a Next-Next-Hop Path That Spans a Link (i, j) and a Link (j, k).
Recall from section 4 that a next-next-hop path that spans (i, j) and (j, k) is
activated if either {i, j} or node j fails. As explained in Case 1, Fij +Fji −bold is
the worst case bandwidth reserved for backup paths that will be simultaneously
active with ℘ when {i, j} fails. Similarly, the activation set of node j comprises
next-next-hop paths that protect primary LSP traffic traversing all links (x, j),
such that node x is adjacent to node j. The maximum amount of such traffic
is given by

∑
x Fxj . Thus, a link (u, v) can have a maximum of

∑
x Fxj units

of backup bandwidth reserved for backup paths that are activated when node j
fails. However, bold units of bandwidth, out of

∑
x Fxj , are reserved for ℘old.

Therefore, the maximum amount of bandwidth that is simultaneously active with
℘, when node j fails, is given by

∑
x Fxj−bold. Since ℘ is activated if either node j

or {i, j} fails, a link (u, v) can have up to max(Fij + Fji − bold,
∑

x Fxj − bold)
units of bandwidth reserved for backup paths that are simultaneously active
with ℘. It follows that Suv, the bandwidth available for sharing by ℘ on (u, v),
is given by:

Suv = max(0, Guv − max(Fij + Fji − bold,
∑

x

Fxj − bold)) (2)

For both the above cases, the additional bandwidth reservation required on
(u, v), if ℘ traverses (u, v), is given by max(0, bnew − Suv). The PLR computes
a route for ℘ such that the least amount of additional backup bandwidth is re-
served. This culminates the suboptimal path computation phase of Kini’s frame-
work.

Corrective Signaling Stage: Once the PLR has computed a route for ℘,
it signals for the path to be setup. Note that in the previous stage the route
computed for ℘ is suboptimal. Since the PLR makes routing decisions on the
basis of aggregate link usage information, for every link (u, v), it assumes that
all backup paths in the activation set of a facility protected by ℘ traverse (u, v).
It is possible that only a subset of these paths traverse (u, v), and therefore, the
full extent of backup bandwidth sharing possible on (u, v) is obscured.

The corrective signaling stage can partially compensate for the suboptimal
routing of the first stage, during signaling of the path. Although the route com-
puted for ℘ remains suboptimal, maximum bandwidth sharing along links in the
route computed for ℘ is ensured. This is accomplished as follows:

The head-end of each link (u, v) maintains a form of state which we refer to
as Link to Facility Incidence Map (LTFIM). The LTFIM for (u, v) contains a list
of all facilities that are protected by backup paths that traverse (u, v). For each
such facility, the LTFIM for (u, v) maintains bfacility, which is the total bandwidth
required on (u, v) by backup paths protecting that facility. Once a reservation
request arrives at the head end of a link (u, v) along the route computed for
℘, the entries corresponding to the facilities protected by ℘ are located in the
LTFIM for (u, v).6 Recall that the total bandwidth reserved for backup paths on
6 In Kini’s framework, installing ℘ and tearing off ℘old require LTFIM updates. In

practice, explicit tearing off is avoided because RSVP uses soft states.
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(u, v) is given by Guv. Since the bandwidth required by ℘ is bnew, Guv must be
at least equal to bnew + bfacility for each facility protected by ℘. In case it is not
so, we increase Guv so that Guv is equal to bnew + bfacility for that facility. Note
that for any link (u, v), additional bandwidth is only reserved when necessary,
and therefore, ℘ benefits from maximum possible bandwidth sharing on (u, v).

5.2 Facility-Based-Computation (FBC) Framework

The key idea behind the FBC framework is that backup path computation is
performed by a node that can make optimal bandwidth sharing decisions for that
path. This is accomplished by maintaining a form of local state called Facility
to Link Incidence Map (FTLIM). Every node j maintains FTLIM for each link
adjacent to it and for itself. Each entry in an FTLIM for a facility corresponds
to a link (u, v) and contains buv, which is the amount of bandwidth reserved on
(u, v) by backup paths that belong to the activation set for that facility.

Furthermore, in FBC, each link of the topology maintains, logically disjoint,
backup and primary pools [1]. A predetermined7 percentage of each link is re-
served for use by the primary paths and the remaining bandwidth is available for
use by the backup paths. We refer to the amount of bandwidth constituting the
backup pool on a link (u, v) as Buv. We further define two indicator variables:
Inew
uv which equals 1 if ℘ traverses (u, v), and is zero otherwise; and Iold

uv which
equals 1 if ℘old traverses (u, v), and is zero otherwise. The following provides
details of computing a route for ℘:

Case 1: ℘ Is a Next-Hop Path That Spans a Link (i, j). Recall from section 4
that a next-hop path that spans (i, j) is activated if {i, j} fails. The FTLIM
corresponding to link {i, j} is maintained at both node i and node j. In the
FBC framework, node j computes the route for ℘. It checks the FTLIM for
{i, j} at node j, and finds out buv, which is the bandwidth reserved on (u, v)
by backup paths that belong to the activation set of {i, j}. Observe that it is
feasible for ℘ to traverse (u, v) if and only if Buv is greater than or equal to
bnew + buv − Iold

uv bold. Node j computes a route for ℘ using feasible links.
Upon routing ℘, some FTLIM entries also need to be updated. When ℘ is a

next-hop path that spans (i, j), node j locates the FTLIM for the facility {i, j},
and increments8 the entry corresponding to (u, v) by Inew

uv bnew − Iold
uv bold. This

update must also be made to the FTLIM for {i, j} maintained at node i. This is
accomplished during signaling of ℘. Since node i is the PLR for ℘, node j must
communicate the route computed for ℘ to node i, so that node i can signal ℘.
At the same time, node i can update its FTLIM for {i, j}.
Case 2: ℘ Is a Next-Next-Hop path That Spans a Link (i, j) and a Link (j, k).
Recall from section 4 that a next-next-hop path that spans (i, j) and (j, k) is
activated if either {i, j} or node j fails. The FTLIM for node j is maintained at
7 The primary and backup pools are statically assigned by the network administrator

and do not change afterwards.
8 Since Inew

uv and Iold
uv can be 0 or 1 independently, FTLIM update may result in

increase or decrease in the value of the entry.
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node j and the FTLIM for {i, j} is maintained at both node i and node j. In
the FBC framework, node j computes the route for ℘. The FTLIMs for node j
and {i, j} contain values of buv for every link (u, v). Let b�

uv be the maximum
of all such values. Therefore, ℘ can traverse (u, v) if and only if the backup
pool on (u, v) is greater than or equal to bnew + b�

uv − Iold
uv bold. Node j uses this

information to compute a route for ℘ that comprises only feasible links.
As in Case 1, node j increments the entries corresponding to (u, v) by an

amount Inew
uv bnew − Iold

uv bold, in the FTLIMs for the facilities {i, j} and node j.
Once again, such updates are also made to the FTLIM for {i, j} maintained at
node i during signaling of ℘.

An important feature of FBC is that no explicit bandwidth reservations are
made on the links included in the route computed for a backup path. Since the
node computing ℘ is aware of the bandwidth reservations of backup paths that
may be simultaneously active with ℘, it ensures that there is no overbooking
of bandwidth. Note that this implicitly results in optimal sharing of bandwidth
between backup paths that belong to different activation sets.

5.3 NPP: Facility Based Computation Using Aggregate Information

We now present NPP, a new restoration routing framework that draws upon
the advantages of Kini’s framework and the FBC framework to achieve more
efficient bandwidth sharing.

Recall that in Kini’s framework, we use aggregate link usage information
to compute a route for ℘. That is, for this computation, we assume that all
backup paths in the same activation set as ℘ will traverse a given link (u, v). In
actuality, however, only a subset of such paths will be traversing (u, v). Thus,
we make a conservative estimate of the bandwidth that can be shared by ℘
on (u, v). Therefore, the route computed for ℘ is suboptimal. Note that the
corrective signaling stage can partially compensate for the suboptimal routing
of the initial stage. This is accomplished by reserving the precise amount of
bandwidth required by ℘ during its signaling. This route is still suboptimal:
since the route selection was based on aggregate information, another route
that would have minimized the additional bandwidth reservation may have been
rejected.

In contrast, the FBC framework computes optimal backup paths using local
state. Moreover, perfect bandwidth sharing along the optimally computed paths
is also ensured. However, a major disadvantage of the FBC framework is the
static allocation of active and backup pools. Even carefully selected pools can
remain under-utilized. This under-utilization represents a significant resource
wastage and results in a greater number of LSP requests being rejected.

NPP does not suffer from the disadvantages associated with Kini’s frame-
work and the FBC framework. Similar to the FBC framework, it shifts the
computation of a backup path from the PLR to the node that can make opti-
mal bandwidth sharing decisions for that path. The NPP framework is similar
to Kini’s framework in that it makes use of aggregate link usage information.
The residual capacity of every link in the network represents a single pool of
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bandwidth in this framework, as opposed to being divided into logically dis-
joint primary and backup pools. Furthermore, in the NPP framework nodes are
required to maintain the LTFIM and FTLIM as they did in section 5.1 and
section 5.2, respectively.

To explain routing a backup path ℘, as in the following, we use the same
definitions for buv, Iold

uv , and Iold
uv as in the FBC framework:

Case 1: ℘ Is a Next-Hop Path That Spans a Link (i, j). Recall from section 4
that a next-hop path that spans (i, j) is activated if {i, j} fails. The FTLIM
corresponding to link {i, j} is maintained at both node i and node j. In NPP,
node j computes the route for ℘. It checks the FTLIM for {i, j} at node j, and
finds out buv, which is the bandwidth reserved on (u, v) by backup paths that
belong to the activation set of {i, j}. Observe that it is feasible for ℘ to traverse
(u, v) if and only if Guv is greater than or equal to bnew + buv − Iold

uv bold. Node j
computes a route for ℘ using feasible links.

As in the FBC framework, FTLIM entries need to be updated. Node j in-
crements the entries corresponding to (u, v) by an amount Inew

uv bnew − Iold
uv bold,

in the FTLIM for {i, j}. As in the FBC case, such updates are also made to the
FTLIM for {i, j} maintained at node i during signaling of ℘.

Case 2: ℘ Is a Next-Next-Hop Path That Spans a Link (i, j) and a Link (j, k).
Recall from section 4 that a next-next-hop path that spans (i, j) and (j, k) is
activated if either {i, j} or node j fails. The FTLIM for node j is maintained at
node j and the FTLIM for {i, j} is maintained at both node i and node j. In
the FBC framework, node j computes the route for ℘. The FTLIMs for node j
and {i, j} contain values of buv for every link (u, v). Let b�

uv be the maximum
of all such values. Therefore, ℘ can traverse (u, v) if and only if Guv is greater
than or equal to bnew + b�

uv − Iold
uv bold. Node j uses this information to compute

a route for ℘ that comprises only feasible links.
Once again, node j increments the entries corresponding to (u, v) by an

amount Inew
uv bnew − Iold

uv bold, in the FTLIMs for the facilities {i, j} and node j.
Such updates are also made to the FTLIM for {i, j} maintained at node i during
signaling of ℘. Thus, the mechanism to update FTLIMs in NPP framework is
quite similar to the mechanism used in FBC framework.

In NPP, the bandwidth reservations on links, along the route computed for ℘,
are made exactly like those in Kini’s framework. That is, for each link (u, v), the
head-end node maintains and updates the LTFIM. Once a reservation request
arrives at the head end of a link (u, v), along the route computed for ℘, the
entries corresponding to the facilities protected by ℘ are located in the LTFIM
for (u, v). The total bandwidth reserved for backup paths on (u, v) is given by
Guv. Since the bandwidth required by ℘ is bnew, Guv must be at least equal to
bnew + bfacility for each facility protected by ℘. In case it is not so, we increase
Guv so that Guv is equal to bnew + bfacility for that facility. Note that for any link
(u, v), additional bandwidth is only reserved when necessary, and therefore, ℘
benefits from maximum possible bandwidth sharing on (u, v).
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6 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we describe the simulation experiments that depict the benefits of
NPP over existing frameworks. We conduct a set of experiments and compare the
total number of accepted LSP requests and the total bandwidth placed in NPP,
FBC and Kini’s frameworks. Results for these statistics are presented for element
protection. For simulations, a homogeneous network topology is adapted from
the network used in [8]. It represents the Delaunay triangulation for the twenty
largest metros in continental United States [8]. All the links in the network
are symmetric with each link having a capacity of 120 units. Each node in the
network may be an LSP ingress or egress node. Therefore, there are 380 possible
ingress-egress pairs in the network. LSP requests arrive one by one, where the
LSP ingress and egress nodes are chosen randomly from amongst all ingress-
egress pairs. The bandwidth demand for an LSP request is uniformly distributed
between 1 and 6 units, and the call holding time for each LSP request is infinite.
For each LSP request, if it is possible to route the requisite primary and locally
restorable facility backup paths, the LSP request is accepted and the associated
bandwidth reservations are made on the network; otherwise, the LSP request is
rejected. We calculate the number of LSP requests that are successfully placed
and the total bandwidth demand associated with these LSPs. We conducted 100
experiments with randomly selected ingress-egress pairs. In each experiment,
the primary paths are computed using link costs given by the inverse of residual
bandwidth available for primary paths on respective links.

We computed the average of the total number of LSPs and the total band-
width associated with placed LSPs in these hundered experiments. Fig. 4 shows
the number of LSPs placed in NPP in comparison with FBC and Kini’s frame-
works. It is expected that efficient bandwidth sharing results in better network
utilization and hence a greater number of accepted LSP requests. Therefore,
NPP – that performs better bandwidth sharing – accepts 775 requests on av-
erage compared to 693 requests accepted by FBC framework and 573 requests
accepted by Kini’s framework. Moreover, the sum of bandwidths for these ac-
cepted LSP requests is higher in NPP, as shown in Fig. 4. Experiments on other
networks with different sets of LSP requests also indicate similar performance
gains when NPP is used.

In our simulations for FBC, a parameter of particular interest is the pro-
portion of bandwidth allocated for primary and backup pools. The value of this
parameter is fixed throughout and affects the LSP placement in the network.
We used a value for this parameter calculated in the following manner: twenty
evenly distributed backup pool percentages between 5 and 100 are used and
the one that gives maximum placement of LSPs requests is selected for all the
experiments.

7 Conclusions

We investigated the problem of online routing of bandwidth guaranteed LSPs
with local restoration. We presented NPP, a new framework for restoration
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routing using facility backup, and described it in the backdrop of two existing
frameworks for restoration routing: Kini and FBC. Kini’s framework computes
suboptimal routes, since it relies on aggregate rather than complete link usage
information to make bandwidth sharing decisions. However, once a path has
been computed Kini’s framework allowed precise bandwidth reservations to be
made during the signaling phase. On the other hand, the FBC framework makes
possible optimal path computation by shifting path computation to a node that
keeps track of the bandwidth sharing characteristic for that backup path. How-
ever, the FBC framework had the disadvantage of statically allocating primary
and backup pools, resulting in unutilized bandwidth on certain links. We have
shown how NPP draws upon the advantages of both the Kini and FBC frame-
works, while avoiding their disadvantages. The key advantage of NPP is that it
delivers the bandwidth sharing performance achieved by propagating complete
per path link usage information [9], while incurring the significantly reduced
routing protocol overhead. Simulation results show that NPP performs signifi-
cantly better in terms of number of LSPs accepted and total bandwidth placed
on the network. For 1000 randomly selected LSP requests on a 20-node homoge-
nous ISP network [8], NPP accepts 775 requests on average compared to 573
requests accepted by Kini’s framework of [2] and 693 requests accepted by FBC
framework of [1]. Experiments with different sets of LSP requests and on other
networks indicate that NPP results in similar performance gains.
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